Ladies and Gentlemen,

The following conditions apply for goods specified in supplier conditions as „EXW / FCA“.  

**GENERALLY:**

Please note that,
- *Our order number must be noted* in the transport documents.
- Transport costs billed per invoice will not be accepted.
- For shipments classified as EXW or FCA the forwarder needs to get the ORGID of the ordering Siemens entity and the SOR (“Siemens Organizational Reference”; e.g. the cost center) for his freight invoices.

For shipments containing dangerous goods you are responsible to transfer the necessary legally required dangerous goods data to the freight forwarder when placing the order. You are also responsible for packing, marking, labelling etc. in compliance with the regulation relevant to the used transport mode(s)."

**CAUTION:**

If delivery is NOT from your country, please get instruction from us when choosing the appropriate service provider.

If this rule is not observed, the additional freight and administrative costs will be billed.
1.) Standard deliveries up to a total weight of 1 to:

For standard shipments per truck please use:

**Emons Spedition GmbH**

For the initial contact pls. call Emons:

**HOTLINE** Tel. 0221/98351-113  
Fax. 0221/98351-165  
E-Mail: siemens@emons.de

It's important to inform the hauler soon enough.

- Booking Day A till 10:00 am.  
- Collection of these goods Day A  
- Delivery Day B @ Siemens

- Booking Day A after 10:00 am.  
- Collection of these goods Day B  
- Delivery Day C @ Siemens

Of course it's possible to arrange individual collection times with your Emons Hauler. It's possible to collect on day to day bases. For further information or assistance please contact us.

**OR**

**IDS Logistik GmbH**

For the initial contact pls. call IDS:

**HOTLINE:** + 49 6027-40903 47  
E-Mail: cs@ids-logistik.de

It's important to inform the hauler soon enough.

- Booking Day A till 10:00 am.  
- Collection of these goods Day A  
- Delivery Day B @ Siemens

- Booking Day A after 10:00 am.  
- Collection of these goods Day B  
- Delivery Day C @ Siemens

Of course it's possible to arrange individual collection times with your IDS Hauler. It's possible to collect on day to day bases. For further information or assistance please contact us.
2.) Standard deliveries from 1 to:

Trans-Trading GmbH

For the initial contact pls. call Trans Trading:

HOTLINE Tel.: +49 2154 4919 12
E-Mail: SiemensDE@trans-trading.de

OR

Gruber Logistics GmbH

For the initial contact pls. call Gruber:

HOTLINE: Tel.: +49 89 9922 93 - 33
E-Mail: customercare.siemens@gruber-logistics.com

3.) Standard deliveries FTL / Full trailer loads

Sennder GmbH

For the initial contact pls. call Sennder

HOTLINE: Tel.: 0157/70593273
E-Mail: alexander.otte@sennder.com

4.) Parcel deliveries / Time definite deliveries up to 70 kg (pre 09/12:00h):

In exceptions > 70 kg:
- 300 kg maximum per package
- Length x width x height in cm: 300 x 120 x 160 per package

For the initial contact DHL Express is available as follows:

HOTLINE: +49 (0) 180 / 645 00 22
E-Mail: deSiemensAbholung@dhl.com

Time definite deliveries need to be approved by the ordering Siemens entity.

Please note the DHL account number of the paying (receiving) Siemens entity on the DHL waybill. If applicable please ask the demand carrier for the relevant DHL account number.
5.) Special Deliverys

For approved Flash shipments please use:

Flash Europe GmbH

For the initial contact pls. call:

Hr. Blanke, Tel. 04171 60700
E-Mail: deutschland@flash-global.net